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ABSTRACT 
This paper illustrates a new language processing tool (Arabic Corpus Processing Tools ACPTs 4.6 Version) that 

is a stand-alone open/free source for analyzing both Arabic and English large-scale texts, exceeding 50 million 

words depending on over 8 gigabytes of personal PC RAM space. The new ACPT has sophisticated cutting-edge 

functions used for the literature of corpus linguistics and corpus-linguistic analysis, especially statistical packages. A 

comparison with other tools suitable for corpus-linguistic analysis is important. This gives merit for ACPTs to be 

considered the most effective tool for corpus analysis. As this paper focuses on language teaching, the most 

prominent functions of the intended tools that can be exploited for enhancing the progress of language 

teaching/learning are illustrated, arguing some key elements that should be understood before using the tool.  

 

Keywords: Arabic corpus processing tools, corpus search and analysis tools, language teaching, statistical 

corpus linguistics.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

The Arabic Corpus Processing Tools (“ACPTs”) (version 4.6, “ghawwas” given in Arabic, 

“diver” in English) have become more advanced (cf. Almujaiwel 2016; regarding version 3.0). 

This stand-alone processing tool was designed by a research team in February 2013 led by Al-

Thubaity et al. (2014b). It is an open/free source system1, and it has arguably become the most 

reliable tool for processing Arabic texts due to its ability to read Arabic characters. The interface 

of ACPTs comes with English and Arabic options. It gives the frequency and relative frequency 

of types/tokens and documents—if selected during the process—in the selected folders. 

Moreover, it supports TXT. DOC. DOCX. and HTML formats, and ANSI or UTF-8 encoding.  

As far as corpus linguistics and language teaching are concerned, it is not only English or 

Arabic that can be processed with this tool for more practice in language learning/teaching, but it 

also can be used for French as well (Al-Thubaity et al. 2014a).  

The ACPTs are considered to be one of the three best Arabic processing tools: Sketch Engine 

(Kilgarriff et al. 2004) and aConCorde (Roberts 2014; in Alfaifi and Atwell 2016. See also 

Roberts et al. 2006). The other tools are AntConc (Anthony 2005), WordSmith Tools (Scott 

2012), and IntelliText Corpus Queries (Sharoff 2011). All of these tools are stand-alone open 

corpus search software tools except Sketch Engine and IntelliText, which are web-based corpus 

queries. In the work of Alfaifi and Atwell (2016), the eight criteria (cf. Al-Thubaity et al. 2014c) 

posed for such an evaluation are briefly as follows: reading Arabic text files in UTF-8 and UTF-

16 formats, displaying diacritics, the accuracy of displaying right-to-left Arabic characters, 
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normalizing diacritics or Hamza, providing Arabic user interface and enabling users to upload or 

open their Arabic personal corpora.  

The question is whether these criteria are enough for an evaluation. Since diacritics are mostly 

neglected in Arabic typesetting, and since files saved in UTF-16 can be resaved in other 

respective formats, these two criteria are less important in searching Arabic corpora. In addition, 

the Sketch Engine launched an Arabic interface in 2015. However, the criteria that might be 

more essential in a corpus search and analysis are frequency, concordancing, collocations and 

corpus linguistics statistics (e.g. Biber et al. 2009, Evert 2009a, Evert 2009b). It would be more 

useful for a user who is proficient in Arabic and English to use WordSmith Tools instead of 

aConCorde due to the importance of statistics adopted in corpus linguistics since the beginning 

of the last decade of the twentieth century (Kenneth et al. 1991, Baayen 2008, Baroni and Evert 

2009). The KWIC concordance tools are also as useful as aConCorde in terms of displaying 

Arabic characters.  

The work of Alfaifi and Atwell (2016) is helpful because of their proposed criteria. Other 

essential criteria need to be discussed and analyzed, especially statistical distributions of keyness, 

collocation, colligation and collostruction strength/weakness on one hand, and 

attraction/repulsion on the other hand. The latter is processed in R and RStudio programs and in 

the programming syntactic inputs used for statistical corpus linguistics. This might be done less 

in ACPTs regarding how distributions of corpus-related statistics can be tabulated. This matter 

needs to be studied, in order to examine its feasibility.   

 

2. ACPTs FUNCTIONS   

The parameter of the JAVA Runtime Environment is best between -xms512m -xmx4048m. 

This guarantees better and faster processing, and enables the teacher/analyzer to process a file 

that contains more than 50 million words. There are three main tabs in the ACPTs interface: Add 

Corpus, Preprocessing and Comparison (Figure 1). The first main tab opens an interface where 

the teacher/analyzer uploads text files as either a primary or reference corpus. The second tab has 

four functions: n-grams, the corpus query engine, the options of holding or removing diacritics 

and of modifying some characters, and the features selection where the user can search the whole 

file(s), uploading a Stop List or Include List. The third tab shows the statistics that are adopted in 

corpus linguistics, and which the user can choose from. The functions of ACPTs are multi-

faceted. The first is the role of primary corpus and reference corpus.  
 

   
Figure 1. the three sub-interfaces of ACPTs  

 



Uploading folders including plain text files must be treated carefully and in different ways. 

Not only are raw texts, sought by teachers, said to be essential in teaching. If the teacher 

endeavours to provide learners with significant collocations and colligations of authentic texts, 

he/she might have to reorganize the texts by the sort-out and/or throw-out function of duplicates 

and punctuation, or, for example, cleaning up extra spacing between words. He/she might also 

have to rearrange texts or include/exclude texts in order to achieve the objectives of linguistic 

skills in teaching/learning.  

N-grams simply refer to the number of words (collocates) occurring on either side of the 

node. The nodal item is the core lexical unit/item for which the processing of the collocational 

span is intended. The Stop List and Include List are of great importance when the 

teacher/analyzer has a tendency to calculate particular resulting concentrations. This can involve, 

for instance, excluding the function words from the results or including terms for which the 

teacher wants to detect the linguistic and contextual behaviors in the text files.  

3. ACPTs STATISTICS  

Statistical corpus linguistics can be conducted and evaluated by any natural language toolkit 

software. However, the degree to which each statistical significance in ACPTs is retrieved and 

the extent to which each is useful are important points in language teaching and education (Table 

1).  

Chi-square χ2, and similarly, log-likelihood LL, are used to simply judge the values and their 

goodness of fit test according to their position between the (probability) P-values (usually 

between 0.05 or 0.999). This is to evaluate the text files in the sense that the distribution of items 

in them are significantly represented by chance. The LL is a comparison that evaluates the 

probability values that estimate the coefficient parameters. It is simply indicated by high/low 

scores on a standardized test (Nagao and Mori 1994). 

 

Table 1. All built-in ACPTs statistics results between randomly sampled PC (File1) and RF 

(File2) 

ن
 م

(F
il

e2
)

ن
 م

WF1 WF2 WRF1 WRF2 File1 File2 χ2 1 χ2 2 MI_1 MI_2 z- 1 

13 22 3.74 4.24 S1 S2 0.13 0.0 -0.11 0.06 -0.27 

z- 2 t- 1 t- 2 Dice1 Dice2 LogD1 LogD2 LL1 LL2 WC1 WC2 

0.22 -0.28 0.2218 0.06 0.07 10.12 10.34 0.13 0.13 0.88 1.0 

ى
عل

 

WF1 WF2 WRF1 WRF2 File1 File2 χ2 1 χ2 2 MI_1 MI_2 z- 1 

8 7 2.30 1.35 S1 S2 1.11 0.0 0.41 -0.35 0.80 

z- 2 t- 1 t- 2 Dice1 Dice2 LogD1 LogD2 LL1 LL2 WC1 WC2 

1.0 -0.66 0.701 -0.74 0.04 0.02 9.50 8.74 1.08 1.08 1.70 

ي
 ف

WF1 WF2 WRF1 WRF2 File1 File2 χ2 1 χ2 2 MI_1 MI_2 z- 1 

8 0 2.30 0.0 S1  12.05 NAN 1.31 0.0 2.67 

z- 2 t- 1 t- 2 Dice1 Dice2 LogD1 LogD2 LL1 LL2 WC1 WC2 

NAN -2.18 1.69 Infinity 0.04 0.0 9.52 Infinity 14.7 14.72 Infinity 

ن
مو
سل
ال
 WF1 WF2 WRF1 WRF2 File1 File2 χ2 1 χ2 2 MI_1 MI_2 z- 1 

5 0 1.44 0.0 S1  7.50 NAN 1.31 0.0 2.11 

z- 2 t- 1 t- 2 Dice1 Dice2 LogD1 LogD2 LL1 LL2 WC1 WC2 

NAN -1.73 1.33 Infinity 0.02 0.0 8.86 Infinity 9.17 9.17 Infinity 

ت
ال
ض
لع
 WF1 WF2 WRF1 WRF2 File1 File2 χ2 1 χ2 2 MI_1 MI_2 z- 1 ا

5 0 1.44 0.0 S1  7.50 NAN 1.31 0.0 2.11 

z- 2 t- 1 t- 2 Dice1 Dice2 LogD1 LogD2 LL1 LL2 WC1 WC2 

NAN -1.73 1.33 Infinity 0.02 0.0 8.86 Infinity 9.17 9.17 Infinity 

 



The Weirdness Coefficient WC is important in education in that keywords or peculiar 

words/collocates are intended between files (between primary corpus PC and reference corpus 

RC, at a precise application). There are four values of WC. First, they are at the level of 0. 

Secondly, the value is more than 1 when words are more frequent in PC than in RC. Thirdly, the 

value is less than 1 when words are more frequent in RC than in PC. Fourthly, the value is 

INFINITY when the words occur only in PC.  

Mutual Information MI is useful in detecting the association strength between collocates. The 

higher values, the stronger the collocates are associated. A value that is less than 3 usually 

indicates no significance in such an association. This is like the z-score, but the insignificance is 

at the value of 2 or less. Similarly, t-score values are dealt with like the z-score.  

Dice coefficient and logDice signify the associative strength and weakness among 

words/documents. The former indicates very small decimal numbers, and the smaller the value 

becomes, the stronger the association is. While logDice produces values between 0–14, it shows 

when the associative collocates occur. The word/collocation occurs 16,000 times when the value 

is zero, and the closer the value is to 14, the higher the formulated strength. 

4. ACPTs AND LANGUAGE TEACHING   

This section will describe the important practices of language teaching that can take 

advantage of the respective tools. The most adopted practices are quoted from Timmis (2015), 

but with a discussion of the practical elements limited by the ACPT.  

The effectiveness of using this tool in language education depends on building or gathering 

the corpus/files. This should be taken into consideration before exploiting frequency, 

concordancing and collocations. 

Lexis teaching is essential when its strategies rely on texts and parts of sentences. Phraseology 

is the term that is preferred in language acquisition literature, instead of concordancing 

(citations) in corpus linguistics. This term is the focal point for vocabulary teaching and its 

varying dynamic use in different linguistic situations. It might be possible to say, in contrast to 

concordancing, that the more one reads, the more he or she learns phrasal and structural patterns 

and lexical-filling. However, the text selection is a vital process for further language immersion 

because variations of authentic language use can be easily taught with a productive method.  

The psychological and sociocultural perspectives of applied linguistics and language teaching 

can be added along with the functional techniques of ACPTs. One group stands out—

communicative competence (Brown 2000). If the teacher, or especially the learner, practiced in 

using ACPTs, aims at tackling some communicative elements in long texts, the function of n-

grams is of great help. This function can show the sequences (whatever the span of nodal items 

and the number of collocates in either side of them) of the associative and semantic priming (the 

latter refers to the words occurring in real use of the language, whereas the former refers to the 

expected words in the communicative elements) in different situations. These elements can be 

the sender, the receiver, the message and the medium by which the texts/discourses are 

produced. For instance, there is the matter of fossilization, which students experience when they 

have only a few texts and words in a given contextual communication. The development of 

communicative competence might easily speed up when further naturally occurring elements do 

not come to a standstill.  

Collocations of co-occurrences and the availability of sorting out lists that show their 

frequencies and contexts in an expanded concordance have played an effective role in reshaping 

natural language, from the last decade of the twentieth century (Shimohata and Nagata 1997). 

More experimental investigations into the examples of collostructions of clausal and phrasal 



constituents that alters in different naturally-occurring examples are taken into account in corpus-

linguistic studies (Wiechmann 2008). Further techniques to rely on reliable, learnable, 

acceptable, and changeable data for instruction and learning are pivotal in teaching/learning 

developments.  

The importance of a primary corpus and reference corpus in ACPTs, which is not facilitated 

by or does not exist in other corpus analysis tools, increases when keyword is used. For instance, 

if keyword lists are achieved by gathering long primary texts from a particular domain (e.g. 

business management) and using reference texts from multiple domain(s), it will give a long list 

of the keywords, collocations and extended citations related only to business management.  

5. Conclusion 

This paper concludes with the advantages of ACPTs in language teaching and developments. 

It seems that it is best suited for teachers to exploit in the teaching process. It also seems best 

suited for advanced learners to direct themselves with more effective open sources than those 

limited in textbooks. The user needs to become familiar with all of the ACPT’s functions 

explained in this paper. It would not be an exaggeration to conclude that ACPTs help to process 

and analyze texts much more—perhaps twice as much—than other natural language toolkits.  
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